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A Letter attributed to Fraide, the Baal Hatanya's

Daughter

INTRODUCTION

Our age has heard the harsh cry of supposed women's libera-
tion. In this letter we perceive a lofty view of Jewish spiritual
liberation. "KaItz" - the end of Jewish exile and sufering and
the advent of Mashiach has been the ultimate longing of all Is-
raeL. From this letter which impressively draws upon sophisticated
concepts of Chasidut, we acquire the knowledge that "KaItz" is
not merely a fixed point upon the time span of history occurig
inevitably and external to. the labor of man. On the contrary, it
is specifically related to the religious endeavor of man first on
the level of Iscaphia,l the' conquest and control of evil inherent
to man and finally Ishaphcha,2 the transformation of these evil.
impulses from "darkness to light and' from bitterness to sweet.
ness." Thus man achieves "Kaitz Kol Basar"3 - "the end of all

flesh," the refinement and edification of the physical so that man
ultimately realizes the level of self-nullfication to .theradiant

relevation of the Divine. This degree is even . beyond that of
"Binah Ilaah" or "Shekhinah" wherein man as a separate entity
by virtue of intellect or Divine endowment is a bearer for God-
liness, yet at the same time maintaining his own identity; .

The loftier level is described by the terms "Thirty:-two. paths
of wisdom" "The crown of wisdom" "Yichudah Ilaah"4 ~ the, ,
upper level of unity, these entailng total self-nullfication of God-
liness to such an extent that man no longer possesses self.aware-

ness and his "sole thought and longing is but for God himself;"

Chabad's concern with description of spiritual levels is not an
end in itself but rather a means for awakening and conveying
insight as to the various bonds that exist between God and man.

Highly relevant to a normal person and somewhat similar but
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not quite identical to the three aforementioned levels of lscaphia
- the control of evil, "Binah Ilaah" or "Shekhinah" - man as
a bearer of Godliness and fially "Yichudah Ilaah" - is the
following description of man's spiritual labor during the course
of an individual's daily prayers described by the contemporary
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson as particu-
larly as reflecting the spiritual concepts relayed to the months of
Nisan, Iyar, and Sivan.

"The commencement of the spiritual task is Modeh Ani and
H odu LaShem, these being in the category of acclaim and sub-
mission. Man devoid of understanding and emotion is only
capable of submitting by means of giving himself over totally
to the labor at the onset of the departure from Egypt - a total

' flght from evil, which is characteristic of the month of Nisan.
Subsequently, there occurs the endeavor of Pesukei D'Zim~

rah the blessings of Shema and the Shema itself which is the
endeavor of reflection and contemplation.

Ths is to be found even in the first verse of Shema, this
, word meaning understanding and grasping. The purpose being

to transform one's emotional qualities finally ascending to the
highest levels in the realm of love for God, "with all your
heart," "with all your soul" till an individual ultimately

achieves love for God with his total being BeChol Meodecha.
This labor being comparable to the striving of the month of
Iyar and expressed in Sefirat HaOmer, the counting of the
omer during the course of the entire month.

All of the aforementioned is descriptive of man as self-aware
and conscious of himself as an existent entity. Subsequently
,there is ascent to, Shemoneh Essreh - the silent prayer as a
slave before his. master. (Shabbos lOa). Total self-nullfication;
man is totally devoid of speech capable only of declaring "Oh,
Lord open my lips" he is as one who "repeats responsively the
words of the speaker.'" This being similar to the striving of the
month of Sivan. (Likutei Sichot, VoL. I, p. 269).

In Likutei Torah (a massive collection of Chassidic discours.
es given by Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Lyadi and redacted with
elaborate commentary by Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Luba~ .
vitch, popularly known as the Tzemach Tzedek, whose mother
Devorah Leah, Fraide's sister, according to Chassidic tradition,
accepted a h~avenly decree in her father's stead and perished
at a young' age), the command to destroy Amalek is explained

'in terms of man's inner spiritual struggle. It presents an elabora-
tion upon a theme already discussed in Tanya of the external
and inner realms of the heart. 'The external aspect of the heart
is subject to man's conscious control, but the inner realm is
roughly equivalent to the modern concept of the unconscious,
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not subject to man's normal awareness and at times motivating
man to act in a manner that would normally seem irrational
(Likutei Amarim, Tanya, l05a).

In explaining the statement of the Zohar, that "He who
slays the snake shall be given the daughter of the King," the
Likutei Torah states:

"For the Shekhinah which is the Divine Spark within the
soul, is in the category of exile, namely, in a state of anxiety
regarding economic sustenance, and this emotion surrounds
and garbs the inner realm of the heart and soul, for man ac-
quires his bread by means of his soul's striving. And he is
confused by his many thoughts and plans, etc. and regarding
this it is written: 'He who slays the snake.' The individual
summoning up strength for the soul and aiding it to triumph
over and master the outer realm of the heart. Waging this
conflict by means of understanding and intellectual mastery,
he 'wil be given from above the daughter of the King' this
being the spiritual level of the revelation of the point in the
inner realm of the soul's heart. And thus, God's war against
Amalek is to cause the emergence of this inner spiritual
quality from concealment to a manifest state" (Likutei To-
rah; Devarim 35b, 36a).

Consequently Messianic Redemption, ultimate conquest of
Amalek and the achievement of the upper level of unity-a pro-
fou.nd awa.reness of God's oneness, are an significantly linked
together. Though their occurrence depends upon God's wil,
man's initial labor of spiritual aspiration is a necessary prelude.

This letter is an eloquent exposition of the thought that Israel
cannot passively await an inevitable Messianic era but must strive
and labor toward physical and spiritual redemption.

A.B.Z.M.

THE LETTER

Regarding your writing to me that I wished to reveal the Kaitz
- the end of the Diaspora and the time of the Messianic advent,

it is not thus, my beloved brother. For how is it possible to reveal
the Kaitz - the end - when the beginning has not taken place.

We must first define and understand the terms beginning and
end. The purpose of the soul's descent below, vesting itself within
a physical body and animalistic soul, is for this descent to finally
cause the soul's greater ascent, "to transform the darkness of evil
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into light and its bitterness into sweetness." However, "who shall
ascend upon the mountain of God?" - to the lofty level and
wondrous degree that this quality of transformation will illum-
inate bÒth the conscious external and unconscious internal as-
pects of the human heart in an equal and identical manner. This
is what is specifically meant by the end of all flesh has come
before Me" ( Genesis 6: 12) , the end and the spiritual re-
fiement of the physicaL. Similarly, we find in Isaiah, "All flesh
will come to bow down before Me" (Isaiah 66: 23), that even
the physical flesh and human selfood will achieve true self-
nullfication and inner submission, causing removal of the ob-
structing barriers between God and man. This is also referred to
in th Biblical verse: "And I shall remove the heart of stone

from your flesh and give you a heart of flesh" (Ezekiel 36:26).
The term stone is mystically explained in Seier Yeizirah as re-
ferring to letters and houses as words, since they involve the com-
bining of two letters. "Two stones build two houses," because
by reversing the sequence of two letters we can achieve two dif-
ferent words. The change in the "heart of stone" mentioned in
the Biblical verse implies the effect on the emotions of the heart
awakened by the conscious intellectual effort and external effect
of mind by words, of thought or of speech. Thus reflection upon
the greatness of God awakens the emotions of love and fear.
This effort is actually our task during the entire span of existence
tilI the advent of the Messiah.

. However, it is written of the future: "And the glory of God
shall be revealed" (Isaiah 40:5), the glory of God being a mys-
tical reference to the "thirty-two paths of wisdom" which will be
revealed, this manner of knowledge being far superior to the pre-
sent influence of mind and speech upon the heart. "And the flesh"
will actually perceive and apprehend Godliness. For even phy-
sical flesh will achieve the level of nullfication to Godliness

caused by wisdom; the perception that God is a constant Creator
causing being and existence from non-being and nothingness.

Man shall at that time achieve the mystical degree of the "crown
of wisdom" similar to the quality of Torah knowledge described
as vision, implying profound and certain awareness of Godliness.
"Who is wise, he who seès that which is born"; the wise man
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perceives the process of God's constant creation of the world

from nothingness and void.
This knowledge is actually the achievement of "Yichtldah Ila-

ah," 'awareness of a lofty level of God's Unity. Thus our sages
declared: "Jacob our father wished to reveal the Kaitz - the

end - to his children." He wished to cause the actualization and

manifestation among his children of "the end of all flesh." "And
the Divine Presence, Binah llaah - the upper level of Divine

understanding - departed from him," which means that he
achieved a wondrous Divine revelation beyond the Sefirah of
binah - understanding. For this reason his children declared:
"J ust as there is only one God in your heart, similarly there is
only one God in our hearts, for we haVe no other thought or
desire; our sole thought and longing is bui for God Himself"
(Pesachim 5 6a) . ,

It is not so in our case; we cannot achieve this high level of
spintual awareness. We can but strive to conquer and nullify our
desires because of God's will, and this is described as the begin-
ning of spiritual labor . And he who delves with thought and un-
derstanding into this matter achieves the level of Iscaphia - con-
quest of evil inclinations within the soul. This itself is a significant
matter, for our souls are of low degree. As a result of this en-

deavor, we shall perhaps achieve by means of the labor of flesh
the aforementioned category of Kaitz - the end of all flesh. And
as the Zohar declares: "He who slays the snake will be given the
daughter of the King." At the onset it is dependent upon man's

effort; "You shall erase the remembrance of Amalek" (Devarim
25: 28 ), and ultimately "The Lord will wage war upon Amalek"
(Shemos 17: 16). And as we have heard many times from our
Lord, Father, Teacher, Master in explaining the' Biblical verse
"And I will nullify all existing creatures" (Genesis 7: 4), and this
is an adequate hint for the understanding.

And now, my beloved brother, of what significance are these
vain and needless words? The primary principle is the necessity
of putting one's own selfhood aside, so that a person is wholly
devoid of personal desire. For our ingenuity is naught but vanity
and folly. Our primary concern is to prepare for the initial
achievement of Iscaphia - self-conquest and subjugation. Even
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this moral level is not easily achieved. And this is only the be-
ginning and commencement of God's spiritual labor. How is it
then possible to reveal the Kaitz - the wondrous Godly revela-
tion of Kaitz Kol Basar - the end of all flesh, the departure
from pursuit of the sensual and physically pleasurable. It is utter-
ly impossible to accomplish such a revelation, and this can only
occur when "there shall rest upon us a spirit from Heaven"
(Isaiah 32:15).

These are the words of Fraide, daughter to my Lord, Father,
Teacher and Master. May God grant him life.

NOTES

This letter is to be found in A. Steinman's Beir Ha-Chasidus: Mishnat Cha-
bad (Tel Aviv), pages 396-399.

1. Likutei Amarim, Tanya, Chapter 27.
2. Ibid.
3. This phrase appears in the Bible as referring to the destruction of cor-

rupt mankind by means of the deluge.
4. See Rabbi Shneur Zalman of Lyadi, Likutei Amarim, Tanya, Part II;

Shaar Hayichud VeEmunah with a preface and translation by Rabbi Nisen
Mangel (New York, 1965), p. XIII ff.
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